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1. Introduction 
This paper presents an investigation into the combinatorial aspects of a group G 
that are measured by its third integral homology group &(G). For any group 
presentation (X : R) of G, the collection of identities among the relators r E &? can 
be formalized as a subgroup 1(X : R) of the free group F(X : R) of formal conjugates 
of the relators. Section 2 shows how &(G) is related to two certain subgroups 
C(X: R) IB(X : R) of this group of identities Z(X : R) for the presentation (X : R). 
The fundamental identification made is this: 
Theorem I. There is a natural isomorphism H3 (G) = B(X : R)/C(X : R) between the 
third integral homology group Z&(G) and the quotient of the group of balanced 
identities B(X: R) module the group of coupled identities C(X: R) for any 
presentation (X: R) of G. 
For any presentation (X : R) of G, let S be a set of new relators such that (X : R, S) 
presents the trivial group. In Section 3, the qualitative differences between coupled 
identities and balanced identities for (X: R) are described by means of 
3-dimensional framed links with combinatorial labels from the enlarged pre- 
sentation (X : R, S), hereafter called framed links over (X : R, S). It is shown that 
(4) An identity WE Z(X: R) is a balanced identity WE B(X: R) j/m and on& if W 
admits a framed link A over (X : R, S). 
Such a framed link /1 over (X: R, S) for a balanced identity WE B(X: R) is a 
possibly linked union AR U&, where AR involves those link components of A with 
labels from R, and /ls involves those with labels from S. It is further shown that 
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(5) A balanced i entity WE B(X: RI is a coupled identity WE C(X: R) if and only 
if W admits a framed link A over (X: R, S) for which As is the unlinked union of 
unknotted untwisted toroidal components. 
Unfortunately, a given balanced identity WE B(X : R) easily admits many dif- 
ferent framed links 11 over (X: R, S), so that the existence of some framed link for 
W that fails the test of (5) does not alone imply that W is a non-coupled identity. 
To analyze what can be said in such a situation, Section 4 presents a review of some 
basic homotopical aspects of 3-dimensional framed links. Introduced are the 
twisting coefpcients T&l) (t E RUS) and the linking coefficients L&l) 
(t # t’E R U S) for a framed link /i over (X: R, S). These coefficients measure the 
twisting of the components of A that have the label t, and the linking of the com- 
ponents of A that have the distinct labels t#t’. Included are the purely R- 
coefficients and the purely S-coefficients. A framed link ,d that passes the test of 
(5) is one in which all the purely S-coefficients vanish. Thus, these S-coefficients 
have potential for detecting balanced non-coupled identities. 
Section 5 considers the case in which the set X of generators is selected as the set 
S of trivializing rekators, in forming the enlarged preseintatian (X: R, X) for the 
trivial group. The following Comparison Theorem results from the topological 
work in Section 4. A purely algebraic proof escapes me. 
Theorem 2. Two framed links over (X: R, X) for the same balanced identity 
WE B(X : R) which have the same R-coefficients necessarily have the same X-co- 
efficients. 
A corollary is that, up to certain moduli 1, (xEX) and I,r @#YE X), the X- 
coefficients of framed links A over (X : R, X) for a balanced identity WE B(X : R) 
are invariants of the balanced identity W itself. These moduli tx and l”# depend 
upon the exponent sums exp,(r) of the generators XE X in the relators r E R. 
From this corollary to Theorem 2, Theorem 1, and statement (5), there results 
some admittedly weak twisting invariants T,: H@)+Z, (XE X) and linking in- 
variants L =‘: H3(G)+Z!lm, (xzx’EX), for each presentation (X: R) of G. 
Sometimes, these invariants are adequate to detect balanced non-coupled identities 
for (X: R), i.e., non-trivial elemsnts of H3(G); othertimes, they miss them. Several 
examples are presented. 
e combinatorial interpretation 
For any group G, let BG denote its integral group ring. Let C+ be a free resolution 
over hG of the infinite cyclic group Z, as a ZG-module with the trivial module struc- 
ture. Let g denote the augmention ideal Ker(A : ZG+Z), A( C n,g) = C ng, and 
form the subcomplex C* of C*. The quotient chain complex C+ C, may be i&n- 
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tified with the chain compIex Z&C* by means of the natural isomorphism 
izG/ge: Z& XG given by C n,g mod g+ 1 @ C n,g. So the integral homology 
groups H,(G) =H,@& C,) may be viewed as the derived homology groups of 
the quotient chain complex C*/gC*. But the short exact sequence of chain com- 
plexes 0 3 gC* +C*+C*/gC*+O gives a long exact sequence of derived homology 
groups in which the connecting homomorphisms i9 : hl, + 1 (CdgC&+H,(gCJ, 
n 2 1, are isomorphisms as CJ, is exact in dimensions n 2 1. This establishes the 
following 
Proposition 1. The homology group Hn + ,(G), n L 1, of a group G is naturally 
isomorphic to 
H,(gC*) = 
Ker@, : Cn -+Cn- l)ngCn 
gKer(&:C,-*C& 
for any free resolution CJ, of H over ZG. 
Two operators associated with a group presentation 
Let (X: I?) be a presentation of the group G, i.e., there is an epimorphism 
: F(X)-4 of the free group F(X) on the set X of generators, whose kernel is the 
normal closure ?J(R) in F(X) of the set R C F(X) of relators. There is the boundary 
operator a1 : Cz -‘Cl in the associated free resolution C, of z over ZG [2]!, and 
there is its combinatorial analogue a : F(X : R)-,F(X), a(~, r) = wrw-I, defined 
on the free group F(X: R) of formal conjugates (w, r), where w E F(X) and F E R 
([7, Section 21, [5]). These two operators correspond under the group holmo- 
morphism 7: F(X: R)*C2 and the crossed homomorphism K : F(X)-+C, (i.e., 
K(W) = K(W) + W&I)) expressed in terms of the indexed free bases {b, : F E R} and 
{b, : XE X} for Cz and C1 by ‘c(w, F) = it& and K(X) = b,. One checks that &T == ~a. 
Identities for a group presentation 
AS in (7, Section 21, 1(X : R) = Ker@ : F(X : R)+F(X)) is the group of identities 
for (X: R), while P(X: R)sI(X: R) denotes the group of Peiffer identities fop 
(X: R). There is this convenient characterization of Peiffer identities [3, Theorem 
3.11: 
(1) An identity W= fl (wi, ri)“E 1(X : R) is a Peiffer identity if and only if there is 
a pairing (i, j) o,f the indices of W such that (a) ri = rj, (b) Ei = B&j, and (c) 
Wi E WjN(R) (equivalently, ITi = tij in G). 
The group of balanced identities B(X: R) consisis of those identities W= 
n (Wi, ri)“j E 1(X : R) for which there is a weak pairing (i, j) of the indices of 
W such that (a) ri = rj and (b) &i = -Ej. Clearly, P(X: R)rB(X I R)sI(X z R). 
The group of identities Z[X: R) = Ker a is closed under the action of F(X) on 
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F(X: R) given by u(w, r) = (DW, T), since a converts this action into conjugation in 
F(X). For u E F(X) and identity WE 1(X: R), the new identity cbW* W-r is a 
balanced identity, called a basic coupled identity. The group of coupled identities 
C(X: R) is the smallest normal subgroup of F(X: R) containing p(X: R) and the 
set of basic coupled identities. So p(X : R) s C(X : R) s B(X : R). 
The lifting to the combinatorial realm 
Because &t = K& the homomorphism T: F(X: R)+C2 restricts to the kernels of a 
and az to give a homomorphism r : RX : R)+Ker t32. This restriction is an epimor- 
phism: Any element C EiSVibri of Ker i32 is the image under T of the associated word 
W= n (wi, ri)“l of F(X : R). While W need not be an identity, its image HV in 
F(X) necessarily belongs to Ker(K : F(X)+), since &r = K& Because Ker K is the 
commutator subgroup of N(R) [ 10, Theorem 81, and N(R) = Im(a : F(X : R)+ F(X)), 
it follows that W can be multiplied by an appropriate lement V of the commutator 
subgroup of F(X: R) to produce an identity WVH(X: R) with .the same image 
under r as W. 
(2) Under the epimorphism 7: 1(X : R)+Ker &, an identity W= fl (Wi, ri)” has 
image 
(a) r(W)=0 ifand only if WEP(X: R), 
(b) r(W) E gC2 if and only if WE B(X : R), and 
(c) T(W) E g Ker a2 if and only if WE C(X: R). 
Proof. (a) T( W) = C Ei qjb, = 0 if and only if C, = r&i wi = 0 for all r E R if and only 
if there is a pairing of the indices of W as in the characterization (1) of Peiffer 
identities. 
(b) T( W) = C &iwibr, belongs to gC* if and only if 
A = C :i=O for all rE R 
r, = r 
if and only if there is a weak pairing of the indices 
balanced identities. 
of W as in the definition of 
(c) Under the isomorphism r: RX: R)/P(X: R)-+Ker a2 that follows from (2a), 
the action of F(X) on 1(X: R)r F(X : R) corresponds to the ZG-module structure 
of Ker $5 Cz; in particular, o We W-* mod P(X: R) in C(X: R)/P(X: R) cor- 
responds to (0 - l)r( W) in g Ker &. 
The identification E&(G) = (Ker a2 n gC,)/g Ker a2 provided by Proposition 1 
essentially appears in M.N. Dyer’s work [ 1], where it is stated in homotopy-theoretic 
terms. The observations of Statement (2) lift this description of H;(G) to the com- 
binatorial realm of identities for the group presentation (X : R); this lifting provides 
a proof of Theorem 1 of the introduction. 
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ramed links for balanced and coupled identities 
For any larger presentation (X: R, S), there are the groups P(X: R, S)ZS 
I(X: H, S)S F(X: R, S), defined just as in Section 2 for the presentation (X : R). 
Hereafter, we assume that RnS= 0 and that (X: R, S) presents the trivial group 
(i.e., F(X) = N(R, S)). 
(3) When F(X: R) is viewed us a subgroup of F(X: R, S), one Jjas 
(a) I(X:R)=F(X:R)nI(X:R,S), 
(b) P(X:R)sF(X:R)nP(X:R,S), and 
(c) B(X:R)=I(X:R)nP(X:R,S), using F(X)=N(R,S). 
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) are immediate. For part (c), compare the definition elf a 
balanced identity WE B(X : R) with the analogue of statement (1) characterizing a
Peiffer identity WE P(X : R, S). 
A framed link for a balanced identity 
We now assume familiarity with the spherical maps fU and the framed links A,.., 
developed in [7] for identity sequences co. They are geometric objects with algebraic 
labels, and they provided easily visualized distinctions between Peiffer identities, 
balanced identities, and coupled identities for the group presentation (X : R). Let 
K and M=KUc,” (SE S) denote the models of the group presentations (X: I?) and 
(X: R, S). By (3~) and (7, (3)], we see that 
(4) An identity sequence w over (X : R) determines a balanced identity WE B(X : R) 
if and only if the spherical map fw in K admits a null homotopy in AI. 
The pre-images of the 2-cells cf in A4 (t E R US) under such a null homotopy H 
for fw determine the framed link AH. Hereafter, AH is called a framed link over 
(X: R, S) for the balanced identity WE B(X: R). It is the possibly linked union 
/i&As of the sublinks AR and As comprised of those components with labels 
from R and S, respectively. Now AR definitely involves some cylindrical com- 
ponents LC/1, associated with the relators rE R that appear in the identity 
sequence co, while As, if non-empty, consists entirely of toroidal components. The 
shape of the sublink As plays an important role in the characterization of coupled 
identities that will be presented shortly. 
We retain the convention adopted in [7] of depicting the framed link AH by just 
a certain planar projection of its central links {AL}, and we orient each central ink 
compatibly with its cross-sectional disc according to the right-hand rule. 
Construction of framed links 
Section 5 of [7] provides a construction technique for a framed link & for a 
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balanced identity WE B(X l R), as follows. By (3c), an identity sequence o over 
(X : R) represents a balanced i entity WE B(X : R) if and only if there is a sequence 
of Peiffer exchanges, insertions, and deletions over (X: R, S) that reduces cc) to the 
empty sequence. There corresponds a null homotopy H in M of the spherical map 
full constructed from a stack of simpler homotopies, each involving a single over- 
crossing, undercrossing, cup, or cap. There results a framed link AH over (X: R, S) 
in sequential form for the balanced identity WE B(X: R). 
Two examples 
While nothing new is gained from this framed link viewpoint when a free resolu- 
tion C* of Z over ZG is available to calculate H,(G), it is interesting toexamine the 
framed links of balanced non-coupled i entities that correspond under the iden- 
tification of Theorem 1 to generators of known homology groups H3(G). Here are 
two examples. 
Example 1. The presentation (x: x”) of the cyclic group Z, of order n provides the 
simplest example of a balanced non-coupled i entity. From the standard resolution 
C* of Z over Lh,: 
where N is the norm element Cxi, one sees that Hi is cyclic of order n. Under 
the identification of Theorem 1, one generator of H3(k,) corresponds to the 
balanced i entity W= (1,9)(x, x”)-’ E B(x : x”). Fig. 1 provides aframed link A, in 
sequential form, for Gv over (x : x”, x). 
4+- 
-’ -s=fx’x) 
(xc3x)-l 
(x,x) u,xrl 
‘-p=I ’
(x,xP (x2,x) 
>)= 
(1,x)-l (x2,x) 
-/ 
(x2,x) (l,x)'l . . . . . . 
(l,x)-1 (x*,x) (l,x)-1 lx”. xl 
(n even) 
Fig. 1. 
(n odd) 
Notice that A is a linked union A&As, where R = {xn} and S= {x}, in which AR 
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is an untwisted unknotted cylindrical component and /is is unknotted toroiclal 
component with an n-Yold twist. 
/K I 
(sy2lY) ( bcy)2,~) (l,y)-l 
/ 
(su2fY) ’ (qyay Y) / I I I 
/ 
\ 
(1 ,(:& xl 
/ 
(S'Y) (SY'Y) 
-1 
/ 
\ / 
(sy2,Y) (w*_'Y) -l (S'Y) (l,Y)-l (rx*:x) 
/ 
\ / 
b-,x) (rx,x)-l 
/ 
\ / 
(rx2,xlm1 (r,x) 
1 
yq;) I -4 (l’\k;I_l -1 -1 1 -1Y/( yfir)-l ‘zfxJ_l 
I 
my, i (yr) (lax) ‘xi’) 
(1’S) (Y,dl (l,r) (x,rP 
Fig. 2. 
Example 2. According to Strebel [8, Theorem A], the group G presented by 
(x, y : q, r), where q = (.~y)~y-~ and r = (~.x)~x-~, is an orientable Poincare duality 
group of dimension 3, and h admits a finite free resolution Cr over EG. The 
resolution C, constructed by Strebel shows that one generator of the infinite cyclic 
group H3(G) corresponds to the balanced identity W= (1, q)(y, q)-‘(I, r)(x, r)-’ E 
B(x, y : q, r), under the identification of Theorem 1. Fig. 2 provides a framed link 
/i, in sequential form, for W over (x, y : q, r, x, y). Here /i is a linked union 
/lRUXs, where I? = {q, r} and S= {x, y}, in which /lR consists of two unknotte 
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untwisted cyclindrical components A, and A,, while As is a linked union of two 
toroidal components A, and A,, each of which is unknotted, but undergoes ome 
twisting and an equal amount of untwisting. 
A special framed link for a coupled identity 
For any identity sequence cu = (( wi , q)‘l, . . . , (IQ, r#) over (X : R) representing 
the identity WE I(X: R) and for any element v M(X), the coupled identity 
sequence 
represents the basic coupled identity VW IV-’ E C(X: R). Since F(X) = N(R, S) = 
Im(a : F(X : R, S)+F(X)), there is some V= fl (Vi, ti)*lE F(X : R, S) with image 
W= 0. Let e =((vi, tJ$ . . . , (v,, tn)dn) be a sequence over (X : R, S) that: represents 
V. Depicted in Fig. 3 is a special framed link r over (X : R, S) for the basic coupled 
identity v IV IV’; it results from a special sequence of Peiffer transformations 
over (X : R, S) that reduces the coupled identity sequence vco l 0-l to the empty 
sequence, namely, 
vo l w-’ -+v*.e.e-l.o-*~e.w.o-l.e-*_)e.e-’_’O. 
r : 
Fig. 3. 
The left-hand undercrossings in Fig. 3 convert VW to cc) since e-’ represents V-’ 
for which a V-’ = v-l; the right-hand undercrossings do not effect e-l since w 
represents W for which a IV= 1. Notice that the framed link r consists of a parallel 
family of unknotted untwisted cylindrical components labeled by the relators from 
R that appear in the identity sequence w, together with a parallel family of un- 
knotted untwisted toroidal components labeled by the relators from R U S that ap- 
pear in the sequence . 
Now by definition, any coupled identity CE C(X : R) can be represented by an 
identity sequence vover (X : R) obtained as an unreduced product of conjugates in 
F(X : R) of basic Peiffer and basic coupled identity sequences over (X : R). Thus, 
a coupled identity C admits a framed link A whose only S-components appear in 
sublinks ZT A of the form dep cted in Fig. 3. This establishes one-half of the follow- 
ing statement: 
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(5) An identity CE 1(X : R) is a coupled identity C’E C(X: R) if and only if i: admits 
a framed link A = A& As over (X : R, S) in w,hich A,S is an unlinked urrion of 
ttnkno tted un t w&ted toroidal components. 
For the converse portion of (5), notice that under the assumed conditions on A!; 
the framed link A (from a null homotopy H of a spherical map fO for an identity 
sequence (T over (X : R) representing C) can be molded till its projection involves, 
no self crossings of As, all the crossings of AR are in cancellation form, and the 
mixed crossings of AR and As are further organized, as in Fig. 4. The index curve 
yr. on each toroidal component L of As spans a disc which is penetrated by a 
bundle of link components from AR associated with a sequence Qover (X : R). This 
sequence Q is necessarily an identity sequence over (X : R), since the index curve yL 
represents 1#(X) = J#). So the molded framed link A in Fig. 4 shows that the 
identity sequence B is the free reduction of an identity sequence v obtained as the 
unreduced product of conjugates in F(X : R) of basic Peiffer arrd basic coupled 
identity sequences over (X : R), proving that CE C(X : R). 
h-3 n c . : .$ : . . . . . s l . 0 . . . . . . n . . m\ . . . n 
Fig. 4. 
4. Twisting and linking in homotopy theory 
The geometry of framed links for balanced and coupled identities allows homo- 
topical considerations to enter the problem of detecting non-trivial elements of the 
third integral homology group H,(G) of a group G. 
Twisting and linking coefficients 
Let A be a framed link over (X : R, S) for a balanced identity WE B(X : R), pro- 
jected and oriented according to the conventions of Section 3. Each crossing of a 
component of Ar over a component of /I,~ may be assigned a sign by t% 
convention: 
t’ 
t 
-,-t 
has sign + 1, while 
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t’ 
t 
-t 
I 
has sign - 1. Then there are the twisting coefficients q(A) (t E RUS) and the link- 
ing coefficients L&l) (t # t’E R US) for the framed link 11: 
and 
Tf;(/i)=signed sum of crossings of ill over /i, 
t,(/i)=+(sianed sum of crossings of A, over /i,# plus 
signed sum of crossings of /ItP over /it). 
For example, the framed link over (x:x”, x) in Fig. 1 for the balanced non- 
coupled identity W= (1,9)(x, P)-’ has twisting coefficients T,n = 0 and T, = -n, 
and linking coefficient Lg. x = 1. The framed link over (x, y : q, r, x, y) in Fig. 2 for 
the balanced non-coupled identity W= (1, q)( y, q)-I( I, r)(x, r)-’ has twisting coeffi- 
cients Tq = 0 = r’ and TX = 0 = rYp and linking coefficients L,, = 0, LqY = 1 = L,, and 
L xy = -3. 
If n =/i&As is a framed link in which /is is an unlinked union of unknotted 
untwised toroidal components, then the S-twisting coefficients T,(A) (SE S) and the 
S-linking coefficients L,,(A) (S#S’E S) are all trivial. In view of statement (5), this 
shows that these S-coefficients have potential for detecting balanced non-coupled 
identities for (X: R). A serious complication to this approach is the fact the 
twisting and linking coefficients are invariants of the framed link /1 and not of the 
identity W, which can admit quite different framed links. What is the relationship 
between the S-coefficients for different framed links for the same identity? The 
remainder of this section prepares for the analysis of this question provided in 
Section 5. 
Maps s3 -G2 
Let .A be an abstract framed link in the interior of the 3-ball B3, so that each 
component L of n is an embedded solid torus B2 x S’. With A projected and 
oriented according to the conventions of Section 3, a single twisting coefficient T(/i) 
is defined. Identify the quotient spaces B2/S1 and B3/S2 with the spheres S2 and 
S3, and view the quoient map 8.: B2 +B2/S’ =S2 as a characteristic map for a 
2-cell c2 in a minimal cell decomposition S2 = c”Uc2. Associated with the framed 
link A is a map hn : S3 = B3/S2 +S2 which is constant off A C B3 and acts as the 
characteristic map 0 : B2 *St on e ac h cross-sectional disc B2 x t of the components 
L= B2 x S’ of /i. Let [h,,] denote the element of the homotopy group n3(S2) 
represented by h/l. 
(6) There are these basic facts: 
(a) Icor A0 = 0, the unknot with no twists, [h,p] = 0, 
(b) For an unlinked union A = A’U A”, [h,] = [hJ + [h,& 
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(c) For any two framed links A’ and A” that are related by a kiss-off ( ) f c=,= ), 
T(N) = T(A”) and [hnJ = [hJ. 
(d) For A+= 
q(S2) = e. 
a, the unknot with a + 1 twist, [hn + ] is Hopf ‘s generator of 
(e) For A with twisting coefficient T(A) = T, [hn] is T times the Hopf generator 
Maps S3 --) VSZ 
Let A be the possibly linked union U A, of framed links A, (a E V ) in the in- 
terior of the 3-ball B3. With A projected and oriented according to the conventions 
of Section 3, twisting coefficients T,(A) (a E V) and linking cog:fficients L,,(A) 
(a+a% V) are defined. View copies of the quotient map 8: B2 +B2/S’ = Si 
(a E r) as characteristic maps for the 2-cells cz (a! E V ) of the minimal cell decom- 
position of tie sum V Si- c”U& Associated with the framed link A = u A, is a 
map h, : S3 +VS,” which is constant off A and acts as the characteristic map 
@a : BS+S~ on each cross-sectional disc B2 x t of the components B2 x S’ of the 
framed link /i, (a! E c7 ). 
(7) There are these basic facts: 
B 
(a) For Az,=&!Ij, the union /islUA$ of two unknots with no twi.xts and 
linking coefficient + 1, the homotopy ciass [hn+J generates the infinite cyclic 
group Im(a:n,(S~xSBZlSa2VS~~-+K3(Sa2VS~)). 
(b) For AZ and Ai, the unknots with + 1 twist, and AzP as above, the homotopy 
classes [hn;], [hn; 1, and [hn;J constitute a free abelian basis {balbB#baflj for 
a3@4). 
(c) For a framed link A = A, U A, with twisting coefficients T, = T,(A) and Ta = 
Tb(A), and linking coefficient L,
in A~(S~I $9. 
= L&A), one has [hA] = T, l b, + Ta 9 bp + Lap l b, 
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) follow from consideration of the split exact homotopy 
sequence for the pair (Six $, SiV $). Careful application of unstated versions of 
(6a, b,c) for the present situation prove (c), much as (6e) follows from (6a, b, c). 
(8) These facts generalize to an arbitrary sum v Si as follows: 
a a’ 
(a) For A,’ = C&XV) and A,‘,#= an (a Ifa% V ), the homotopy 
classes [hn;] (a E V ) and [hn;=,] (a +a’ E V) constitute a free abelian basis 
(balbaal: a*a% V) for R~(VS,~). 
(b) For a framed link A = U A, with twisting coefficients T, = T,(A) (a E V ) and 
linking coefficients L,# = L&A) (a fa’ E V ), one has [hn] = C T,- b,+ C LQQP= b,,* 
in 7r3 (V S,“). 
. Any map S3 -+V Si is homotopic to hn for some framed link A = U A, in 
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B3. Furthermore, by a sequence of kiss-offs and slides, A may be replaced by an 
unlinked union of copies /i, (cz E V ) and /i,# (a #a’~/l). It follows that [hn] is in 
the span of { [hn-+], [hAi=,] : a #a’~ V >. Finally, these generators are linearly in- 
dependent, because the projections pacrl : V Si -)$V Szt (a #a E V ) give homomor- 
phisms n3(VS3+z3(S$.&I) which carry [h& [h,;,], and [!z~&,] to a basis for 
7r3(S&$$), while annihilating all the other generators. A version of the proof of 
(7~) applies to establish (b). 
5. Detecting balanced non-coupled identities 
When the numerology is just right, the twisting and linking coefficients for 
framed links can detect certain non-coupled identities among the balanced identities 
for a group presentation (X : R). Involved in the calculations presented in this sec- 
tion are the exponent sums exp,(r) of the generators XE X in each relator TE R. 
Comparing framed links for a balanced identity 
Consider two framed links N and /1” over (X : R, S) for the same balanced 
identity WE B(X : R). They belong to null homotopies H’ and H’ of spherical maps 
fuf and fwm in K associated with two identity sequences c1p’ and w” over (X: R), 
both of which represent WE B(X : R). Since w’ and W” are necessarily related by 
Peiffer insertions and deletions over (X: R), there is a homotopy in K between fwl 
and fww whose framed link has no crossings. Thus, there is no loss to assume that 
w’=o” and fwa=fwm, sothat H’ and H” coincide on the floor (B2, S’ ). 
Reflection of 3-space E3 across the plane E2 x0 exchanges the upper and lower 
halves (D:, H:) of the ball-sphere pair (B3, S2), and converts H” : (D’,, Hf )+(M, *) 
into a map Hl : (03, H!)+(M, *). This reflection carries the framed link N’ to a 
framed link /1_ for which all the crossings have signs opposite those of the original 
crossings. Let H’ be kept as a map H+: (D:, Hf)+(M, *) with framed link 
A+ =A’. Then H, UH_ : (B3, S2)*(M, *) is a spherical map J: S3 44 whose 
framed link A =/i + U/i _ has twisting coefficients q(A) = T,(A’) - T,(A’) (t E R U S) 
and linking coefficients LJA) = L,,#(A’) -L&A”) (t # t’E RUS). Thus, statement 
(8) implies the following for any subset QC R US: 
(9) Two framed links A’ and A” over (X: R, S) for the same balanced identity 
WE B(X : R) have the same Q-coefficients: 
T,(A’) = TJA”) and L&A’) = L,,,(A”) (t#t’EQ) 
if and only if the composite of the spherical map J : S3 -+M with the quotient map 
M-,M/M-(cf)=VS: (tEQ) is inessential. 
A Comparison Theorem 
Any group presentation (X: R) can be expanded to a group presentation 
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(X: R, S) for the trivial group by taking S=X. The remainder of this section deals 
with this special trivialization (X : R, X) of (X : I?). 
Section 4 provides the ingredients for a topological proof of the next theorem. 
If there is an easy direct algebraic proof, I don’t see it. 
Theorem 2. Two framed links A’ and A” over (X: R, X) for the same balanced 
identity WE B(X : R) which have the same R-coefficients: 
&‘(A’) = T&l”) and L&Y) = L,QY) 
necessarily have the same X-coefficients: 
<(A’) = T,(A”) and Lnr(A’) = L,,(A”). 
Proof. Let N= V Bi be the subcomplex of M modeled on (X: X). By (9), with 
Q= R, the composite of the spherical map J: S3 -VW with the quotient map 
M+M/N= Vs,” (E R) is inessential. But this quotient map is a homotopy 
equivalence, since the subcomplex N is contractible; thus, J : S3 +A4 itself is in- 
essential, as well as its composite with the quotient map M-W/K= j/s_, &YE X). 
By (9), with Q.= X, it follows that A’ and A” have the same X-coefficients. 
Modifying the R-coefficients 
Theorem 2 and statement (5) imply that a balanced identity WE&X: R) which 
admits a framed link A over (X : R, X) with some non-trivial X-coefficients cannot 
be a coupled identity, if the R-coefficients of A can be arbitrarily adjusted without 
trivializing the X-coefficients. 
Fig. 5. 
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Each original relator r E R CF(x) has an expression as a reduced word r(x) = 
n ~7 in the generators xt~X and their inverses. There corresponds a word V= 
fl(1, Xi)“’ in F(X : R, X) with d V= r, and also a sequence g(r) = (( 1, x#, . . . , (1, QEk) 
over (X : R, X) representing V. Depicted in Fig. 5 is a sequence of Peiffer transfor- 
mations which begins and ends with the empty identity sequence. The corresponding 
framed link rr over (X : R, X), which appears in Fig. 6(a), has a single non-vanishing 
R-coefficient, namely, q(rr) = + 1, and has X-coefficients TX(&) = exp,(r)2 and 
L,# (S,) = exp,(r) exp&). 
Tr : 
f 
d!D C-J P w 
(a) 
Similarly, for each pair of distinct original relators r, T’E R, there is the framed 
link Trrf over (X : R, X) depicred in Fig. 6(b). This framed link I$ has the single non- 
vanishing R-coefficient &(I$) = + 1, and X-coefficients Tx(r,.J = 2 exp,(r) exp,(r’) 
and L,! (&) = exp,(r) exp,, (r’) + exp,# (r) exp,(r’). 
By inserting in a given framed link A over (X : R, X) unlinked copies of fr and 
& and their mirror images, the R-coefficients T,(A) and L,(A) can be adjusted 
arbitrarily, at the expense of altering the X-twisting coefficient TX(A) by multiples 
of 
lx = gcd{ exp,(r)2, 2exp,(r) exp,(r’) : r, r’ E R) 
and altering the X-linking coefficient L&l) by multiples of 
I ‘xx I = gcd{ exp,(r) exp,(r), exp,(r) expJr’) + expJr) exp,(r’) : r, r’E R}. 
Thus, Theorem 2 provides at least this weak invariance of the X-coefficients for a 
balanced identity WE B(X : R): 
Corollary. If A’ and A” are two framed links over (X: R, X) for the same balanced 
identity WE B(X : R), then 
T’(N) = TX(N) mod tx and L&l’) = L&l”) mod I,,,. 
Thus, by the identification &(G)= B(X: R)/C(X: R) of Theorem 1, and by 
statement (5), there are well-defined twisting invariants T, : H3(G)-+Ztx (XE X) 
and linking invarian ts L M1s’ : H3(G)+ZIU, (X#X’E X) for each presentation (X: R) 
of G. In specific situations, it should be possible to improve upon these invariants 
by selecting a better set S of trivializing relators than S= X. 
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Some calculations 
For the presentation (x:x*) of Z,, one checks that tx = n2. The framed link /1 in 
Fig. 1 for the balanced identity W= (1, x”)(x, x”)-l has twisting coefficient 
T,(A) = -n. By the corollary to Theorem 2, this twisting in /i detects that W is not 
a coupled identity; W represents a non-trivial element of H&Z,,). The twisting in- 
variant T, : H&!,&+!,,z carries this known generator to -n+O mod n2. 
For the presentation (x, y : q, r), where q = (~y)~y-~ and r = (y~)~x-~, one checks 
that tx = tY = Ix,, =9. The framed link /1 in Fig. 2 for the balanced identity W= 
(1, ~)(Y4r1w)w)- * has linking coefficient L,(/i)= -3. By the corollary to 
Theorem 2, this linking in /i detects that W is not a coupled identity; W represents 
a non-trivial element of H,(G). The linking invariant L, : H,(G)-+ Zg carries this 
known generator of &(G) = E to -3 +O mod 9. 
When a balanced identity WE B(X: R) has the special form 
W = n (Uj Wj, rj)Ei(Uj, r )-", 
there is an easy way to construct a framed link /i over (X: R, X) for it, as follows. 
For each reduced word w = n xj”l in F(X), let g(w) = (( 1, xl)‘l, . . . , (1, x#) be the 
corresponding sequence over (X : X). Then for a pair ((w, r)‘, (1, r)-&) consirler this 
sequence of Peiffer transformations: 
(P(;) I Pd P(wp, Pd? 
I 
(P(w), Pd, 
A 
PWmE, r P(w)5 
I 
,=I+, r Pb)-l) 
v w. 
((w,r) , P(w),P(w) , (lKE) 
I 
((W&f 
I 
U,r)*) 
Notice that there are no crossings of R-components in the associated framed link, 
and the only crossings of X-components occur where Q(W)-’ crosses under Q(r)? 
When analogous transformations are applied to each pair ((ui wj, rJE1, (ui, r;)-Ef) in 
the balanced identity W, their framed links may be stacked side by side, and then 
capped off via the complete Peiffer deletion over (X : X) of the top sequence. ‘This 
top sequence is freely trivial in F(X : X) I F(X : R, X) since it is essentially Q applied 
to aW= JJ uiwir~w,&%;l, which freely reduces to 1 in F(X). An examination 
of the resulting framed link /1 over (X : R, X) for W shows tLe following: 
(10) A balanced i entity W= n (Ui Wi, rj)Ei(Ui, ri)-E1 in B(X : R) admits a framed link 
A over (X : R, X) with trivial R-coefficients and these X-coefficients: 
T,(A) = C &j W%Wj) eXl&(rj), 
LA4 = + C &i(eXp,(Wb eXpx4rj) + expx4wi) exp&)). 
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For an illustration of (lo), consider the quaternionic group C presented by 
(.ic; y : q, r), where q = x2ys2 and r = xyxy- ’ . Then the twisting and linking moduli are 
tx = fv = I,, = 4. According to (IO), the balanced i entity W= (1, y)-* (x, q)(xy, r)- *(I, r) 
has trivial twisting invariants T,(W) = rY( W) = 0 mod 4, but non-trivial linking in- 
variant Lxy( W) = -2 mod 4. So W represents a non-trivial element of &(G). 
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